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This paper presents dual blvariational principles which yield upper and 
lower bounds for (g, $), where g is an arbitrary function and 4 is the solution 
of the linear equation A$ = f with general mixed boundary conditions. Varia- 
tional principles associated with <f, $> are taken as the starting-point, and the 
results generalize those of recent authors for linear integral equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent papers, Walpole [4], Barnsley and Robinson [2] and Cole and Pack 
[3] derived dual bivariational principles for linear integral equations of Fredholm 
type 
A$ 5% (I - AK)+ = f, (1.1) 
where K is a symmetric integral operator andfis a known function. The functions 
+ andfare elements in a real Hilbert space Hd with inner product ( , ). Classical 
variational results provide upper and lower bounds for (f, rj), while the bivaria- 
tional results provide dual bounds for (g, 4) where g is an arbitrary function 
in Hd . When g = f, the bivariational results of [3, 43 reduce to the classical 
variational results, whereas the bivariational results of [2] do not so reduce. 
Since many linear problems arise in the form of boundary value problems 
in differential equations, it is of some interest to see if similar bivariational results 
can be obtained for them. 
In this paper we shall consider a class of differential equation problems and 
shall seek functionals F(Q) (or G(@, Y)) with the property that the extremum 
of F (or G) with respect to some specified set of functions @ (or @ and Y), which 
includes the solution 4 of the given equations, equals 
or 
F,, = (f,+> + boundary terms, (W 
GO = (g, 4) + boundary terms. (1.3) 
Two such functionals, for one of which the extremum is a maximum while for 
the other it is a minimum, when taken together, give dual or complementary 
variational principles for obtaining F, (or GO). 
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2. THE ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ PROBLEMS 
Let fiU and Sz, be two real linear spaces of functions defined in a region I 
of En with boundary i3?‘. These spaces are formed into real Hilbert spaces H,, 
and I& by adjoining the inner products ( , ) and ;I , respectively. Also, let 
T: D(T) C Hd + H, be a linear operator with formal adjoint T*: D(T*) C 
H, ---f Hr6 defined by 
(u, T4)v = ’ T*u, +;v + (u, 04)~~z. (2.1) 
Here o is an operator mapping D(a) C I& into Ii, on al;, with adjoint O* 
defined by 
(u, 7% = c’a*u, +;&. . (2.2) 
The case we have in mind is T = grad, T* = -div, o = n, U* = n., but there 
are several others (cf. [I]). 
We shall consider the class of linear boundary value problems with mixed 
boundary conditions described by 
A$ EE (T*T + Q)$ =f, x E v, (2.3) 
4 = &I I xEavl, (2.4) 
o*T+ + ,8+ = cr*uB, x~av~ = av -avl. (2.5) 
Here Q and f are prescribed functions in V, and 8, q5B and U, are given functions 
of position on parts of the boundary at-. From (2.1) and (2.3) it follows that 
for all $r , da in D(A) n D(a), s h owing that -4 is formally self-adjoint. 
The variational results developed in later sections are based on the assumption 
that there exists a number A, independent of w E H* , such that 
0 < h(w, W)” < (w, -qw?“, (2.7) 
for all non-zero w E Hd which satisfy the boundary conditions 
uw = o,.~al;,; o*Tw +/3w =o, XEav,. cw 
We wish to construct dual bounds for the quantities F, and G, defined in the 
following problems 
(A) Dual variational bounds for F, = (f, 4) -t boundary terms, 
(B) Dual bivariational bounds for GO = (g, 6~ + boundary terms. 
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Here g may be any function in the space Z&, while 4 is the solution of the problem 
in (2.3) to (2.5). Clearly, problem A is a special case of problem B, obtained 
when g is set equal to J In our approach we construct the dual bounds for 
problem A first and then use them to construct the bounds for problem B. 
Integral equations are contained in our class of problems (2.3) to (2.5) and 
correspond to the case u = u* = /3 = 0. 
3. DUAL VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
Consider the functional 
wi) = 2U @>” - (@, -4@r - (m @&3 - @>)a”, 
+ (@, ~*(2% - T@) - pwav, 
defined for arbitrary trial functions @ in Hd . I f  we write 
@ = #J + 84, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
where S$ is the error function, not necessarily small, we can expand S(Q) as 
where S, denotes the terms of order n in 84. Then we find that 
s, = 0 (3.4) 
if and only if $ satisfies equations (2.3) to (2.5). H ence S(Q) provides a variational 
formulation of the boundary value problem, and the boundary conditions arise 
naturally from the stationary principle (3.4). I f  S, is positive or negative definite, 
equation (3.3) shows that bounds for S, are obtained. 
For linear problems, Walpole [4] h as shown that there is increased scope for 
obtaining bounds through the addition of a least-squares term of the form 
lf - -4@, H(f - A@):,, (3.5) 
where H is self-adjoint. Such a term, being second order in &$, will not alter the 
stationary property of S(Q). Adopting this modification we therefore define 
our basic functional to be 
F(@;f, H) = S(G) + <f - iI@, H(f - A@)jv . (3.6) 
The function I$ is a critical point of F, and by taking @ = 4 + S$, where S+ is 
arbitrary, we find that 
F(@;f,H) =Fo+F,, (3.7) 
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where F, denotes terms of order n in Sq%, with 
Fo = (f> 41, - V’h &)a~, + (4, o*udav, 9 (3.8) 
F2 = - (64, _4&$>, + <AS+, H,4Sq5), 
+(T+, OS$)avl -(S+, o*lW + P+>av,. (3.9) 
If  F, is positive or negative definite, equation (3.7) shows that bounds for F,, in 
(3.8) are obtained. In general F2 will not be definite as it stands, so we simplify 
it by requiring that the boundary terms in (3.9) vanish. This is done by imposing 
the exact boundary conditions (2.4) and (2.5) on the trial function @, that is 
Q: a@ = u& ) x E avl , a*T@ + /I@ = u*uB , N E ab’?, (3.10) 
for then 
u&j = 0, x E ar; ) u”Tscj +/a$ = 0, XEdVz. (3.11) 
For functions @ in Sz, we therefore have 
F2 = (-4Sq5, H-46+,) v - <SC+, A+ j y (3.12) 
= @#I, H’S+ y , say. (3.13) 
Different choices of H make F, positive or negative definite. For example, 
using (2.7) and (2.8) 
H = H+ = A-lZ gives Fz > 0, (3.14) 
and 
H=H-=0 gives Fz G.0, (3.15) 
and we have the dual variational principles 
F(@;f, H-) <Fo <F(@P;f, ff+) (3.16) 
for functions @ and @’ in Q. When @ is in 52, equation (3.6) reduces to 
F(@;f, H) = W, @iv- (@, fJ@P)v- CT@, &Jav, +<@, u*Gav, 
+(f- A@, H(f- A@)j,, @ESZ. (3.17) 
4. DUAL BIVARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
We now turn from bounds for 
F, = (f, #jy + boundary terms, (4.1) 
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to the question of finding dual bounds for 
G, = (g, 4)y + boundary terms, (4.2) 
where g is an arbitrary function in H, , and 4 is the solution of (2.3) to (2.5) 
namely 
A+ = f, XE V, 
(4.3) 
For each function g we consider the boundary problem 
AI) = 
u* = 
g, XE v, 
u&z, XE 
(4.4) 
ah, o*T# $ p# = dkB, X E av, . 
To generate the required functional (g, 4), we note that 
(f +a4 +ti -(f -&4 -#> 
= 4(g, 4) + boundary terms. (4.5) 
The terms on the left hand side of (4.5) are associated with particular linear 
combinations of the problems in (4.3) and (4.4), namely 
AB+=h+,xEV, 
ae+ = +3,xEav,, u*Te++ge+ =u*UB,X~av,, 
(4.6) 
and 
Ae- = h- , X E V, 
ue- = 0, x E av, , u*Te-+j3e- =o,x~av,, (4.7) 
where 
e+ = 4~4 ++), 
e- = 8~4 - $1, 
h+ = Hf + gh 
h- = :(f - g), 
(4.8) 
the factors of 3 being simply chosen for convenience later. 
From the results of section 3 we can derive dual principles for each of the 
problems in (4.6) and (4.7). Thus, from equations (3.7) to (3.17), we find that 
the functional 
G#D, Y) = F(@+ ; h, > u) 
= 2<h+ 9 @+>v - (@+ 1 A@+)v - (To+ 9 &Jav, + <@+ , u*uB)av, 
+ <h+ - A@+, UP+ - A@+);, , (4.9) 
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with 
0, = $(@ + Y) (4.10) 
satisfying the exact boundary conditions of (4.6) provides bounds for 
associated with the problem (4.6). Likewise the functional 
G,(@, Y) = F(O-; h- , v’) 
z 2(jj-) o--v - (O- , A@-> v + (h_ - A@-, V(h- - -4q::v > 
(4.12) 
with 
o_ = *(CD - Y-f) (4.13) 
satisfying the exact boundary conditions of (4.7), provides bounds for 
G,, = ch_ , 6 ‘v (4.14) 
associated with the problem (4.7). Guided by (4.5) and after a little manipulation 
we find that 
Hence the functional 
G(@, Y) = GDP,, Y) - G,(@, Y) (4.16) 
provides upper (lower) bounds on G,, in (4.15) with the choices 
L’ = If+(-) ) L- = EL(+) . (4.17) 
We may write these bounds as 
To obtain bounds for (g, 4, y itself we now consider two problems, one with g 
arbitrary that leads to (4.18), and one with g = 0 that leads to bounds which we 
may write as 
Combining (4.18) and (4.19) we then obtain 
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5. PROBLEM A AS A SPECIAL CASE OF PROBLEM B 
When g = f the results for problem B reduce to corresponding results for 
problem A. To see this, we note that when g = f, II, = (b, Y = (D in (4.16), 
it follows that 
GP, @) = G,(@, @) 
= 2(f, 0; y - <@, .1@\ v - (T@, ac$&, + <I@, rT*z&jv, 
+ cf - ..I@, Lyf - .aq), , (5-l) 
which is identical to F(@; f, Lfi) defined for problem A in (3.17), with 0 subject 
to (3.10) in order to obtain bounds. 
6. ALTERNATIVE BIVARIATIONAL BOUNDS 
The bivariational bounds of Barnsley and Robinson [2], when extended 
to our class of boundary value problems, involve the functional 
K*(@, Y) = VW + y-Y rf + r-‘g, H*) 
- &m(@;f, H*) - $y-F(Y; g, H,), (6.1) 
where y  is a real parameter. \Ire wish to compare the bounds for G, given 
by this with those given by G in (4.16). We consider the case of the upper bounds 
K+ and G, and we find that for @ = 4 + 84, Y = I,L + 84, 
K+(@, Y) - G+(@, Y) = +y2(&, AHAG+), + jr-‘<A8#, AHAG& 
- $C=l(S+ - S#), AHA(S$ - Sz&, . (6.2) 
with 
AH = H+ - HP > 0. (6.3) 
If  we optimize the right hand side of (6.2) with respect to y, we obtain 
K+*(@, Y) - G+(@, Y) = (A&$, AH .4&#!2 (LlSyQ, AH A6#,\1;‘” 
- +( 4(S+ - S#) _I AH 4(6+ - S$)’ 7 - iv , (6.4) 
which agrees in form with expression (6.5) of Cole and Pack [3]. 
We observe that when f = g, then # = 4 and 84 = 84, and (6.4) reduces to 
K+*(@, @) - G+(cD, @) = (A&j, AHA&J’ Ir 3 0. (6.5) 
On the other hand, if Y = #, then S4 = 0 and (6.4) reduces to 
K+*(@, #) - G+(@, 4) = -&<AS+, AHa&$; v < 0. (6.6) 
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From (6.5) and (6.6) it is clear that neither K+* nor G, is consistently more 
accurate than the other. 
Since G+(@, @) = F(@;f, H*) by (5.1), we also have from (6.5) and its lower 
bound analogue that 
&*(@, CD) = F(@; f, H*) f (‘Xi+, AH,4&#&, (6.7) 
which shows that for problem =1 the functional K+* supplies poorer bounds 
for Ft, than F(@; f, H,). 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have obtained bivariational bounds for a class of mixed boundary value 
problems. When o, u* and /3 are set to zero, our results reduce to those of 
Walpole [4] and Cole and Pack [3] for linear integral equations. 
By taking Q = TJI + K in equation (2.3) where ZI is a positive function and K 
is a positive symmetric integral operator, our theory can be applied to certain 
integro-differential equation problems. 
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